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Carpet Worthy Hair

By Bre Gajewski

Everyone deserves to have hair that bounces, shines, and looks
like you’re ready to be photographed on the step and repeat.
Unfortunately, that’s not always possible because finding a
salon that knows how to take your current look and transform
it into something beautiful can be a challenge. Thanks to VU
Hair in NYC, you can now have hair that is red carpet worthy
with a style that is all your own.  
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Product Review: VU Hair New York is
the  go-to  salon  for  date  nights,
weddings,  romantic  getaways  and
more!

The salon is named after owner Vu Nguyen, who has been working
in the industry for over 18 years. VU also stands for “very
unique” which is the type of experience the salon strives to
offer to its clients.

VU Hair employs extremely talented stylists that are experts
in their craft. Everyone at VU Hair is an artist and based on
what we just experienced, they treat your hair like a canvas
and the results at the end are a work of art. These stylists
want you to have a good hair day, EVERY day. 

VU Hair offers styling services for any occasion

VU Hair offers a variety of services for any occasion. Prices
and descriptions can be found on their website, here.
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Services include:

-Cut
-Children’s Cut
-Styling (additional Hot Tools and Blow Dry options)
-Color  (additional  Highlight,  Gloss  and  Corrective  Color
options) 
-Extensions (Clip in, Sew in, Bonded and Fusion options)
-Treatments (Deep Conditioning and Keratin)
-Makeup (additional eyebrow and eyelash options) 
-Men’s Grooming
-Bridal Hair and Makeup

Cupid’s Pulse founder, Lori Bizzoco, received a cut, Milbon
conditioning treatment, and blowout at VU Hair Salon last
month.  The Milbon conditioning treatment is a three-step
process that is specially formulated to improve your hair’s
texture. The result is silky-smooth hair that lasts up to five
weeks.

Lori left the salon supercharged with shiny, voluminous and
beautiful hair, looking like she was on the way to a photo
shoot. 



Lori Bizzoco after her cut, conditioning treatment and blowout
at VU Hair.

If you are looking for hair that leaves you confident and
ready  to  walk  the  red  carpet,  just  like  your  favorite
celebrity, book an appointment with Vu or one of the other
incredible stylists today.

You can find VU Hair on the penthouse of the Peninsula Hotel,
New  York:   700  5th  Avenue  New  York,  NY  10019.  For  more
information, you can visit their website or connect with them
on social media @VUHair.
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